I. INTRODUCTION
A RRAY codes have long become a pivotal tool for protecting data reliability and availability in multi-device storage systems. Initially, only trivial codes were used: the repetition code in RAID-1 arrays, and the parity code in RAID-5 arrays 1 . With the scaling of device capacities, demand had grown for higher failure protection, using redundancy-efficient schemes. Consequently, 2-erasure correcting array codes are being deployed in RAID-6 storage arrays. But even this increased erasure correction capability was shown to be insufficient against failure clustering, which results from correlated failure events [12] . That issue of clustered high-order failures due to rare catastrophic events motivates the construction of array codes that specifically target clustered erasures. Such codes become an attractive option if they are able to alleviate the high implementation complexity of generic high-order erasure-correcting codes. The main implementation bottlenecks of high-order array codes are their encoding and decoding complexities-and more dominantly-their update complexity. A high complexity of updates means that writes to the array are slowed down due to the need to update many parity bits. In addition to its toll on performance, a high update complexity increases device wear and shrinks device lifetimes. Looking at the clustered-failure problem from a coding-theoretic perspective, combating a failure channel that is not memoryless requires the departure from common constructs like erasure-correcting codes and concepts like the Hamming distance. These only consider the number of erasures within a code block, and not their relative locations. To capture the failure-clustering phenomenon in a coding-theoretic setting, a precise model definition of clustered erasures is needed. The clustering model proposed in Section II classifies erasure combinations by the number of erased columns, and by the number of clusters in which the erased columns fall. The number of clusters captures the number of "independent" failure events, each possibly affecting multiple devices in a single cluster of contiguous devices. An example of this characterization of erasure patterns is given in Fig. 1 for patterns with erasures. The present erasure characterization is different (and stronger) from the multiple-burst erasure model [2] , as it does not predefine the cluster sizes, only their number. For example, an erasure model that requires correcting erasures in up to 2 clusters covers the single erasure burst in (a), and the two possible patterns of two clusters in (b) of Fig. 1 .
This problem of clustered erasures is addressed in this paper for the case of 4 erasures. The main contribution is a strongly-0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE systematic array-code family that corrects all 4-erasures in up to two clusters, and all but a vanishing number of 4-erasures falling into three clusters. The new code family enjoys a significant reduction in complexity compared to the best known 4-erasure array codes. The encoding and decoding complexities are each reduced by 25%, and the update complexity is slashed by 28.57%. That improvement in implementation efficiency comes at the price of degraded random-erasure correctability, although 7/8 of the totality of 4-erasure combinations are still correctable.
There have been prior attempts to improve the implementation efficiency of array codes by departing from the requirement to correct all possible 4-erasures [7] , [11] . However, these attempts used "black-box" compositions of known codes, which result in poor clustered and random erasure correctability, compared to the results of this paper. The unique property achieved by the new code construction is that it can correct erasure combinations in both 2-even 2-odd columns, and 3-even 1-odd columns (and the complement 3-odd + 1-even). The case alone can be achieved by a standard interleaving of 2-erasure codes, and the case alone is corrected by splitting a parity group of a 3-erasure code [7] . To get clustered-erasure correctability, both the and combinations are required, hence lies the novelty of this paper.
Various aspects of the new code family are studied in the paper. In Section IV, the code construction is specified in both geometric and algebraic forms. With clarity in mind, the construction method is presented in two steps: first (Section IV-A) the code is specified in a structured form, and then (Section IV-B) the column placement is permuted to obtain the final code that enjoys better clustered-erasure correction capability. The code's erasure correction capability is proved in Section V. Efficient decoding is described in Section VI, and the reliability of arrays that employ the new code is analyzed in Section VII, using a Markov probability model. A summarizing comparison between the new code and the best known 4-erasure array code concludes the presentation in Section VIII.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

A. Array Codes
The definitions in this subsection are standard in the area of array codes. The next subsection presents new notation, specifically for clustered-erasure correction. A length array code consists of columns. When array codes are used in storage arrays, a column is a model for a physical device or another physical unit of data. In the codes discussed here, there are columns that store uncoded information bits and columns that store redundant parity bits (thus ). This array structure has the advantage that information can be read off a device directly without decoding, unless it suffered a failure, in which case a decoding process is invoked. An array code that admits this structure is called strongly systematic. A column erasure occurs when, for some physical reason, the contents of a particular column cannot be used by the decoder. An erasure is a model for a device failure whereby all the data on the device (or other physical unit) is known to have become unusable. We say that an array with given column erasures is correctable by the array code if there exists a decoding algorithm that, independent of the specific array contents, can reconstruct the original array from unerased columns only. An array code is called MDS (Maximum Distance Separable) if it has redundant columns and it can correct all possible combinations of column erasures. MDS codes obviously have the strongest conceivable erasure correction capability for a given redundancy, since the information columns can be recovered from any columns. Beyond space efficiency of the code, one should also consider its I/O efficiency. I/O efficiency of a storage array is determined by the small-write and full-column update complexities of the array code used. The small-write update complexity (often simply called update complexity) is defined as the number of parity-bit updates required for a single information bit update, averaged over all information bits. Appendix A shows how the small-write update complexity is calculated for a sample array code. The full-column update complexity is the number of parity columns that have to be modified per a single full-column update. Another crucial performance measure of an array code is its erasure-decoding complexity, defined as the number of bit operations (additions, shifts) required to recover the erased columns from the surviving ones.
B. Random/Clustered Erasure Correction
To describe column-erasure combinations whose only restriction is the number of erased columns, it is customary to use the somewhat misleading term random [9] erasures.
Definition 1:
An array is said to recover from random erasures if it can correct all combinations of erased columns. The random erasure model is most natural when storage nodes are known to, or more commonly, assumed to behave uniformly and independent of each other. Indeed, almost all array-code constructions discussed in the literature aim at correcting random erasures. Refinement of the erasure model is possible by adding restrictions on the relative locations of the erased columns. This paper considers clustered erasures, where the erasures fall into a limited number of clusters. We now turn to some definitions related to the clustered-erasure model. In words, a cluster is a contiguous block of columns. More precisely,
Definition 2:
In an array code with columns numbered , a cluster is a set of consecutive columns , for some integer . For example, is a cluster with . Now given a set of columns, the number of clusters that it occupies is the partition of that set to a minimal number of subsets, each of which is a cluster according to the definition above. Now we include another definition that will be useful later. 
III. PRELIMINARIES AND RELEVANT KNOWN RESULTS
The purpose of this section is to discuss relevant known results in sufficient detail to prepare for the presentation of the new code family in the next section. It also presents the mathematical framework that is used to prove the new code's correction properties.
A. Codes for Erasures in a Single Cluster
Assume that our design goal is an array that will sustain any erasure of columns in a single cluster, without requiring any random-erasure correction capability. A simple and well known technique called interleaving can achieve that task optimally both with respect to the required redundancy and in terms of the code update complexity.
Let be an array code with columns, out of which are information columns. The remaining column holds the bit-wise parity of the information columns. Define the code as the length code that is obtained by the interleaving of codewords of . In other words, if are codewords of , then the corresponding code word of will be as shown at the bottom of the page.
Proposition 4:
The code corrects any erasures in a single cluster.
Proof: Any erasure that is confined to at most consecutive columns erases at most one column of each constituent code. These single erasures are correctable by the individual codes.
It is clear that the code has optimal redundancy since it satisfies and is a well known and obvious lower bound on the redundancy . For any , the code has update complexity (both small-write and full-column) of 1, which is optimal since a lower update complexity would imply at least one code bit that is independent of all other bits, and erasure of that bit would not be correctable.
B. Codes for Random Erasures: EVENODD
At the other extreme of the erasure-clustering classification are codes that correct any random erasures. For the special case of , which is the case addressed in the current paper, the best known random-erasure correcting codes, in terms of implementation complexity, is the family of generalized EVENODD codes [4] . The generalized EVENODD codes are defined over arrays with dimensions , with information columns and 4 parity columns. Discussing generalized EVENODD in depth is beyond the scope of this paper, so we only mention their key properties that are relevant to the current presentation.
• When is a prime such that 2 is a primitive element in the Galois Field GF , they correct any random 4-erasure (hence they are MDS codes for these parameters).
• Their asymptotic small-write update-complexity is . refers to terms that tend to zero as the code length goes to infinity. Their full-column update-complexity is 4.
• The best known way to decode them is using the algorithm of [5] over the polynomial ring (to be defined later), for which the decoding complexity is dominated by the term 4 .
As the state-of-the-art in correcting 4-erasures, the generalized EVENODD codes are used as comparison to the new codes constructed herein.
C. Mathematical Framework
We now describe the mathematical framework, borrowed from Blaum-Roth [5] , to present the new codes. Each array column of length is viewed as a polynomial of degree over the finite field , taken modulo the polynomial , where (recall that in summation and subtraction are the same and both done using the Boolean eXclusive OR function). According to that view, the polynomial for a binary column vector is denoted . Bit-wise addition modulo 2 of two columns is equivalent to summing the corresponding polynomials in the ring of polynomials modulo , denoted . Multiplying by results in a downward shift of if is zero. In the case , multiplying by requires reduction modulo , and thus is obtained by first downward shifting , and then inverting all the bits of the shifted vector. The ring allows an algebraic representation of codes whose encoding rules comprise column bit-wise additions (ring addition) and column shift-and-invert operations (ring multiplication).
Throughout the paper, we assume that the prime number is chosen such that 2 is a primitive element in GF , hence is irreducible, and the ring becomes a finite field [10, p.197] . The correctability of erasure patterns is proved by showing that the determinant of submatrices of the code paritycheck matrix are nonzero in the field (note that the field is really GF , with a specific mapping from length vectors to field elements).
IV. CODE CONSTRUCTION
Referring to Fig. 2 , the proposed code family has information columns (white) of bits each, and 4 parity columns (shaded) with the same number of bits. With clarity in mind, we present the new code family in two steps. The first step, included in Section IV-A, orders the information columns in a way that reveals their structure. Then, in Section IV-B, the order of the information columns is permuted to achieve better clustered-erasure correction. The column size is p 0 1. Fig. 3 . Parity groups for p = 5. From top to bottom: the parity groups of parity column P (slope 0), S1 (slope 01), Q (slope 1) and R0 (slope 2). Parity columns R0 and S1 each depend on only half of the columns, contributing to the low implementation complexity of the code.
A. The Structured Definition of the Code
The information columns are numbered in ascending order from left to right using the integers . Parity columns are not numbered and we use letter labels for them:
. Each of the bits in a parity column is computed from the bit content of its parity group. The structure of the parity groups is now explained via a graphical illustration, for the example of . For each of the four parity columns depicted in the four arrays in Fig. 3 , array locations with the same shape indicate that they belong to the same parity group. Similarly to the EVENODD code [3] , parity groups are constrained by the code to have either even or odd parity, depending on the instantaneous array contents, as will be specified shortly. Parity column , located at the left most column, is simply the bit-wise even parity of the information columns. Parity column , located second from left, is the slope diagonal parity of the odd numbered information columns . The bit groups of are set to have even parity if the bits marked have even parity, and odd parity otherwise. Parity column , located at the right most column, is the XOR of the slope 1 diagonal parities of both the even numbered columns and the odd numbered columns. Parity column , located second from right, is the slope 2 diagonal parity of the even numbered information columns . The parity groups of and , similarly to those of , are set to be even/odd, based on the parity of the corresponding groups. Note that parity columns and can be decomposed into and , respectively, where depend only on even information columns and only on odd ones. An important fact that will be used in subsequent sections is that even information columns with the parity bits of constitute an MDS code [4] , and odd information columns with the parity bits of constitute a (different) MDS code [8] .
For a formal definition of the code we include the explicit encoding functions. Denote by the bit in row of information column . For an integer , define to be . The formulas to compute the th bit of each of the parity columns are provided in Fig. 4 . The encoding of information bits into a code array is illustrated in the example of Fig. 5 .
Algebraic description
An equivalent description of the parity constraints of Fig. 4 is the code's parity-check matrix over , which appears in the first equation at the bottom of the page for the case . The correspondence between the parity groups depicted in Fig. 3 and the parity-check matrix above is as follows. The columns of the parity-check matrix correspond to columns of the code array. The two left most columns are for parity columns and , and the two right most columns are for and . Columns in between correspond to information columns in the array. In the parity-check matrix, row 1 represents the constraints enforced by parity column , rows 2,3,4 similarly represent the parity constraints of , respectively. In any row , the difference of exponents of in two different columns is exactly the relative vertical shift of the two columns in the shape layout of the appropriate parity in Fig. 3 . For example, in the top row, all information columns have the same element, , to account for the identical vertical alignment of the shapes in the encoding rule of parity . For general the parity check matrix has the form shown in (1), at the bottom of the page.
B. The Permuted Definition of the Code
In the previous subsection, the layout of information columns with respect to the parity groups was done in an order that reveals the code's structure. Nevertheless, it turns out that using this structured order for the actual layout of columns in the array does not provide the optimal clustered-erasure correctability. In this subsection, we specify a mapping from the information-column numbers in the structured definition to information column numbers in the actual code specification, which is later called the permuted code. This mapping is given as a permutation on the set , and in turn . Since is odd, the last equation is a contradiction to the assumption that both have the same parity. Case 2: Without loss of generality is even and is odd. Then . This is a contradiction since the left hand side is even while the right-hand side is odd.
(1)
The permutation has the following important properties. The permuted code is now defined using : at column of the permuted code the column of the structured code is placed (said another way, column of the structured code is placed at column of the permuted code). This results in the parity-check matrix of the permuted code to be as shown in (4), at the bottom of the page. From property 2 above, the bottom row has changed from in (1) to in (4). This modified order will be shown in the next section to eliminate uncorrectable erasure combinations with 2 or 3 clusters.
V. ERASURE CORRECTABILITY OF THE PERMUTED CODES
In this section, we prove that the permuted code specified in the previous section can correct all 4-erasures falling into two or less clusters, as well as all but a vanishing number of 4-erasures falling into three clusters. Hence the proposed code family can correct essentially all clustered erasures. Moreover, considering random-erasure correctability, we prove that a 7/8 portion of all combinations of 4 erasures are correctable by the code.
A. Correction Lemmas
We start by a sequence of lemmas that will be used in the next subsections to prove the clustered and random erasure correctability of the codes. Recall that the columns of the code are labeled . Note that Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 are agnostic to whether the structured or the permuted code is used, thanks to the property that even information columns in the structured code are mapped to even information columns in the permuted code, and odd information columns in the structured code are mapped to odd information columns in the permuted code (Property 1 in Section IV-B). On the other hand, Lemma 9 specifically refers to the structured code, since it specifies column indices beyond their even/odd property.
The
Proof: The code can correct the erasure combinations under consideration using a two-step procedure, described for the 3 even 1 odd case (the complement case is the same, up to changing the identities of parity columns). If is not erased, the first step is to recover the single erased odd information column. Since only one odd column is erased, parity column can be used to recover all of its bits. The case where is erased is even simpler, skipping this first step altogether. Next, when all odd columns are available, and are computed and used to find and from and (if not erased) by
After that step, between even information columns and and , only 3 columns are missing. Since even columns, and constitute an EVENODD code with , the 3 missing columns can be recovered. The complement case of 3 odd and 1 even column erasures is settled by the fact that odd columns with and constitute an MDS code [8] .
To get clustered erasure correction, the code should also correct 2 even + 2 odd erasure combinations.
Lemma 8: When
, for a combination of 4 erasures, if 2 columns are even numbered information columns and 2 columns are odd numbered information columns, then it is a correctable 4-erasure.
(4)
Proof: For the case of 2 even and 2 odd information-column erasures we write in (5) the corresponding submatrix of the parity-check matrix in a general form (5) To prove the correctability of the erasure patterns, the determinant of needs to be nonzero for all combinations of that satisfy Note that assuming that the left most column is column 0 does not limit generality, since any column combination without the 0 column has the same determinant as a combination with the 0 column, up to a multiplication by a nonzero constant in . This fact is proved by observing that shifting the column combination such that one of the even columns is the 0 column is equivalent to multiplying each of rows 2-4 by nonzero constants. Evaluating the determinant of gives Since and , the first two terms in the product are nonzero. As for the last term, we first replace all the exponents of the monomials with their equivalents mod . Note that this does not change the term since the multiplicative order of in is . Then we proceed to cancel out pairs of equal monomials. Since we started with an odd number of monomials, we will not cancel all monomials. The only way to get a zero now, is if the result would be the polynomial . However, since and we have at most 5 monomials, this is clearly impossible. Thus the last term is nonzero as well.
The next lemma treats additional erasure combinations that include parity columns and that are not covered by Lemma 7.
Lemma 9:
If , the following 4-erasure combinations are correctable by the structured code. 1) , 1 odd information column and 2 even information columns 2)
, 1 even information column and 2 odd information columns 3)
, 1 even information column and 1 odd information column, except pairs of information columns numbered , for . Proof: The submatrix that corresponds to case 1 is, up to nonzero scalar multiplications of rows 2-4 and column 1
The variables satisfy the conditions Evaluating the determinant of gives Since , the first term is nonzero. The second term, as explained at the end of Lemma 8's proof, has an odd number of monomials and therefore cannot be 0. For it also cannot equal . The submatrix that corresponds to case 2 is, up to nonzero scalar multiplications of rows 2-4 and column 4
The variables satisfy the conditions
The determinant now equals Since , the first term is nonzero. The second term has an odd number of monomials and therefore cannot be 0. For it also cannot equal . The submatrix that corresponds to case 3 is, up to nonzero scalar multiplications of rows 2-4 and columns 1,4,
The variable satisfies the conditions
The determinant now equals The determinant above is nonzero if , a condition that is equivalent to requiring that the even and odd information columns are not numbered , respectively, for .
B. Clustered Erasure Correctability
Finally, we are ready to prove the main results of the paper. The permuted codes are next shown to correct all 4-erasures in up to two clusters, and asymptotically all 4-erasures in three clusters.
Theorem 10:
For , the permuted code corrects all 4-erasures that fall into at most two clusters.
Proof: If a 4-erasure falls into two or less clusters, then it either has 3 even and 1 odd columns (or the complement) or 2 even and 2 odd columns. In the last statement and for the remainder of the section we extend the definition of odd/even columns to parity columns as well, where and appear at even column locations and and at odd ones. If all columns are information columns, the case is covered by Lemma 7, and the case (for ) by Lemma 8. If is erased, a 2-cluster erasure must have at least one odd information column (or ) and at least one even information column (or ). This case too is covered by Lemma 7. The case of erased is similar. If both and are erased, then the two remaining erased columns are either , or or . Each of these cases is covered by Lemma 7 as well. The case of only one of and erased is covered by cases 1 and 2 of Lemma 9, respectively. Finally, 4-erasures with both and erased that are not covered by case 3 of Lemma 9 can not fall into two or less clusters. The information columns of the structured code are at locations in the permuted code. Hence uncorrectable combinations of the structured code from Lemma 9 map to combinations that occupy more than two clusters in the permuted code.
Theorem 11: For
, the ratio between the number of three-cluster 4-erasures correctable by the permuted code and the total number of three-cluster 4-erasures is greater than 0.9748. As goes to infinity, this ratio tends to 1.
Proof: If a 4-erasure falls into three clusters, then it either has 2 even and 2 odd columns or 3 even and 1 odd columns (or the complement). Lemmas 7, 8 , and 9 address all such combinations, except the following. Combinations and mapped from and , respectively, which are exceptions to case 3 of Lemma 9. Also, and also cannot be corrected as they are not included in Lemma 7. Hence the number of noncorrectable 4-erasures with three clusters is
The total number of 4-erasures with three clusters is (in general this equals for length arrays since we can map 3-cluster 4-erasure combinations to choices of 3 points from a set of points on a line. To see how, we first consider the case of choosing 3 clusters, each of size 1. Then the number of such choices is , where the allows a point to be added as a spacer column to the right of the two left clusters. Now if one of the clusters has size 2, then the is decreased to for the augmentation of this cluster, and choosing which of the three clusters has size 2 adds the factor 3.)
Thus the ratio between the number of correctable 3-cluster 4-erasures and the total number of 3-cluster 4-erasures equals
For
(the smallest prime with 2 primitive in GF ), the ratio attains its minimal value of 0.9748. Moreover, it is readily seen that this ratio equals , where are terms that tend to zero as goes to infinity. The only uncorrectable clustered erasure combinations are ones that include parity erasures. Had we lifted the requirement from the codes to be strongly systematic (i.e., to have dedicated columns for parity bits), it would have been possible to correct all clustered erasures. A similar reduction in correction capability of strongly systematic codes was on the part of generalized EVENODD codes [4] , compared to the similar nonsystematic codes of [5] . While the latter are MDS for any number of erasures, the former can have uncorrectable erasure combinations with parity columns for all .
C. Random Erasure Correctability
The codes are next shown to correct a 7/8 portion of all combinations of 4 erasures.
Theorem 12: For
, the ratio between the number of 4-erasures that are correctable by the permuted code and the total number of 4-erasures is greater than 0.865. As goes to infinity, this ratio tends to . Proof: Building on Lemmas 7, 8, and 9, the number of correctable 4-erasures equals (1), obtained by Lemma 7, is the number of ways to select 3 even information columns (or or or ) and 1 odd information column (or ), multiplied by 2 to include the complement case, and subtracting the doubly counted combinations with both and .
(2), obtained by Lemma 8, is the number of ways to select 2 even and 2 odd information columns.
(3), obtained by cases 1 and 2 of Lemma 9, is the number of ways to select 2 even information columns and 1 odd information column, multiplied by 2 to include the complement case.
(4), obtained by case 3 of Lemma 9, is the number of ways to select an even information column and an odd information column that are not one of the two combinations and , not correctable by Lemma 9. The total number of 4-erasure combinations is Taking the ratio of the two we obtain For , the ratio attains its minimal value of 0.865. Moreover, it is readily seen that this ratio equals .
VI. EFFICIENT DECODING OF ERASURES
In Section V, the decodability of clustered and random erasures was proved by algebraic reasoning. In this section, we take a more constructive path and study efficient ways to decode random and clustered erasures. The purpose of this analysis is to prove that decoding of the new code can be done using bit operations, while the best known algorithm for a 4-erasure correcting MDS code is [5] . Since (the number of information columns) is taken to be in the order of , saving about bit operations gives a quadratic (in ) savings in computations that is very significant in practice for large .
For the decoding-complexity analysis, we only consider erasure of 4 information columns, since these are the most complex cases to decode. We moreover only consider erasures of two even columns and two odd columns, since it was shown in Lemma 7 that the three even and one odd case (or three odd and one even) reduces to decoding three erasures on the even (or odd) columns of the code. Throughout the section we will assume that one of the erased columns is the left-most even information column, as all other cases are identical up to multiplying the decoded columns by fixed constants.
A. Description of 4-Erasure Decoding Algorithm
A general 4-erasure can be decoded using a straightforward procedure over . Ways to perform the steps of that procedure in an efficient way are the topic of the next subsection. The erased symbols, which represent the content of the erased array columns, are denoted by . have even locations and have odd locations. First the syndrome vector of the array is calculated by taking the product where is the length column vector over that represents the array contents, with erased columns set to the zero element. From the sparsity of the matrix , the complexity of obtaining the syndrome vector is ( and each checks only half of the columns). Now the erased columns can be directly recovered by (6) where denotes the 4 4 submatrix of that corresponds to the 4 erased columns' locations:
Recall from (1) that each is an element in of the form , for some . Therefore, can be written as
The inverse of , which is used in (6) to decode erasures, is now given in a closed form, as shown in the equation at the bottom of the page. From (6) and the closed-form expression above, the erased symbol can be recovered by the following product:
Once is known, can be recovered using a simple parity completion with the aid of the syndrome calculated from parity column . The bits of the odd columns are then recovered by decoding a standard EVENODD code with the aid of the syndromes corresponding to parity columns , which can now be adjusted to when all even columns are known. All these further operations take about XOR operations, a negligible number compared to the needed to compute the syndromes.
Calculating then reduces to the following chain of calculations:
1) Finding the inverse of over . 2) Multiplication of sparse elements by dense elements. The sparse elements are the four elements from the matrix (that have a small (constant number of nonzero monomials, for any ) and the dense elements are the four syndrome elements. 3) Multiplication of two dense elements resulting from the previous steps.
B. Analysis of 4-Erasure Decoding Algorithm
We now analyze the number of bit operations required for each decoding task.
1) Finding inverses of elements: The inverse of an element is the element that satisfies , for some polynomial . When is invertible, the polynomial can be found by the Extended Euclid Algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of the polynomials and . An efficient algorithm for polynomial greatest common divisors is given in [1, Ch.8] that requires bit operations ( polynomial multiplications, each taking bit operations, as shown in item 3 below).
2) Multiplication of a sparse element by a dense element requires bit operations. Since the number of nonzero monomials in the sparse polynomial is constant in , the trivial polynomial multiplication algorithm requires shifts and additions modulo 2. 3) Multiplication of two dense elements can be done in bit operations using Fourier-domain polynomial multiplication [1, Ch.7] . We describe this procedure for the special case of polynomial coefficients over GF . Let be the smallest such integer of the form , where is an integer. Let be a principal th root of unity in the finite field GF . Then defines a Discrete Fourier Transform on length vectors over GF . The product of two polynomials of degree or less can be obtained by element-wise multiplication of their individual Discrete Fourier Transforms, and then applying the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform to the resulting length vector. Using the FFT algorithm, each transformation requires operations over GF , or bit operations. The element-wise multiplication requires multiplications over GF , or bit operations. Since , the total number of bit operations needed for multiplying two dense elements is . Since each of the decoding operations in 1-3 above has a complexity that vanishes with respect to , the complexity of finding the syndrome vector dominates the decoding complexity when is of the same order as .
VII. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE CODE IN STORAGE ARRAYS
The main motivation for the construction of array codes in general, and the codes of this paper in particular, is to provide efficient protection for storage arrays against device failures. The benefit of deploying an array code in a practical storage system obviously lies in the trade-off it achieves between erasure correction capability and implementation complexity. To this end, the correction capability of the new codes was characterized in detail in Section V. The purpose of this section is to project this correction capability onto the reliability domain, analyzing the storage array's susceptibility to data loss, using a statistical framework. A common reliability metric for storage arrays is the expected time before data loss, denoted (Mean Time To Data Loss) [6] . Ultimately, this section will detail a procedure to calculate the of storage arrays, when protected by the new codes, in the presence of random and clustered device failures (erasures). This will be done after first presenting the general method of calculation as applied in the literature to MDS codes under random erasures.
A. MTTDL Calculation for MDS Codes Under Random Erasures
Using the method presented in [6, Ch.5] for single-erasure-correcting arrays under random erasures (termed Independent disk lifetimes therein), we calculate the of all-4-erasure-correcting arrays as an example that is later used for comparison with the new codes. The direct calculation of the becomes a simpler task if device failures and repairs follow a Markov process and can thus be described by a Markov state diagram. To allow that, the following assumptions are made.
• Device lifetimes follow an exponential distribution with equal mean 2 .
• Repair times are also exponential with mean .
• The number of devices is large compared to the number of tolerable failures, so the transition probabilities between states do not depend on the instantaneous number of failed devices. When those assumptions are met, the reliability of a device array can be described by the state diagram shown in Fig. 6 . The label of each state represents the number of failed devices. State (Fail) represents permanent data loss resulting from a failure count that is above the array's correction capability. The exponential distributions allow specifying the transitions between states in terms of rates. The transition rate from lower to higher states is the inverse of individual devices, times the number of devices in the array. The reverse transitions that represent repairs have rates that are the inverse assumed in the system. Using the state diagram, the is the expected time to get from state 0 (initial state) to state (data loss state).
The Markov property of the process permits the decomposition 2 that is found to be where is used for notational convenience.
B. MTTDL Calculation for the New Codes Under Random and Clustered Failures
For the model of random failures, the of the new codes can be calculated by a straightforward application of the method in the previous subsection-executed on the transition diagram of Fig. 7 Fig. 8 shows that the new codes outperform 3-random erasure codes by an order of magnitude, despite having the same encoding complexity, the same update complexity, and asymptotically the same decoding complexity. However, in the presence of pure random erasures, the new codes are still two orders of magnitude worse than 4-random erasure-correcting codes.
To compare the new codes and 4-random erasure codes in the presence of both random and clustered failures, the state diagram of the new codes in Fig. 7 needs to be modified to include additional states that represent clustered failures. The state diagram of 4-random failure codes in Fig. 6 remains the same since this code is agnostic to the distinction between random and clustered failures. To take clustered failures into account in the Markov failure model, we add the following assumptions to those of the previous subsection.
• Times to clustered failures (failures that are adjacent to an unrepaired previous failure) are exponentially distributed with mean . Times to random failures (failures that are not clustered) are exponentially distributed with mean . The two rates sum to the total failure rate as in the random-only case: . • The exponentially-distributed repair process eliminates isolated failures before clustered ones. With these assumptions, the state diagram of arrays protected with the new codes under random and clustered failures is given in Fig. 9 . States and in the upper branch represent 2, 3 and 4 clustered (not all-isolated) failures, respectively. The transitions marked with represent moving from all-isolated failures to a clustered failure combination. At the upper branch, both random and additional clustered failures result in clustered failure combinations-and that accounts for the transitions marked , the total failure rate. From state 0, a clustered failure is undefined, hence the totality of the failure process moves to the same state 1. Solving the 8 8 linear system for the diagram in Fig. 9 (expression omitted), the can be calculated in closed form for all combinations of . The resulting curves for the new codes under three different values are plotted in Fig. 10 , and compared to the of a 4-random failure code under the same conditions (4-random codes give the same independent of the ratio between and ). The curves of Fig. 10 prove that as clustered failures become more dominant, the reliability of the new codes is approaching the reliability of a 4-random erasure-correcting code. This by itself is not a surprising result, but the ability to calculate the exact expected reliability for arbitrary values is a useful tool for the deployment of the new codes in real storage systems. 
VIII. CODE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SCHEMES
We compare the new codes to EVENODD codes using various performance criteria. For correction of 4-erasures, the EVENODD is the best known code in terms of redundancy (MDS), decoding complexity and update complexity. The comparison results are first summarized in Table I . The erasure-correction properties in Table I apply to any prime such that 2 is primitive in GF . The redundancy is 4 for both codes. The new codes can support up to information columns while EVENODD can only have up to . Since parity columns and each depend on half of the information columns, the encoding complexity of the new codes is , compared to in EVENODD. In both cases, when is of the same order as , the decoding complexity is dominated by syndrome calculations (for the new codes this has been shown in Section VI). Therefore, similarly to the encoding case, the new codes need about bit operations to decode, compared to for EVENODD. As for the update-complexity, the new codes are significantly more efficient. Their small-write update complexity is 5. Each of the updated information bits needs 3 parity updates: for bits in even columns and for bits in odd columns. The bits that belong to diagonals ( in and in each of ) require additional parity-bit updates each for adjusting even/odd parities. The small-write update-complexity of the new code is then obtained by averaging
Recall that EVENODD has small-write update-complexity of . The full-column update-complexity of the new code is 3 while EVENODD's is 4. Thus the new code offers a 28.57% improvement in the average number of smallwrites and 25% improvement in the number of full-column updates. The fraction of clustered erasures correctable by the new codes is , essentially the same as EVENODD's. Only in random erasure-correction capability are the new codes inferior to EVENODD codes: the fraction of correctable random erasures is compared to 1 for EVENODD.
APPENDIX A ARRAY CODES: INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE
The idea behind array codes is that the code is defined on two-dimensional arrays of bits (or groups of bits), and encoding and decoding operations are performed over the binary alphabet, using simple eXclusive OR operations. An example of an array code with two parity columns that can recover from any two column erasures is given below. The signs represent binary eXclusive OR operations. The three left columns contain pure information and the two right columns contain parity bits that are computed from the information bits as specified in the chart below.
Like encoding, decoding is also performed using simple eXclusive OR operations. For example, recovering the bits at the two leftmost columns is done by the following chain of computations.
It is left as an exercise to verify that any two column erasures can be recovered by the code above. The small-write update complexity (the qualifier small-write is often omitted) of an array code is the number of parity-bit updates required for a single information-bit update, averaged over all the array information bits. In the sample code above, each of the bits requires 2 parity-bit updates, and each of requires 3 parity-bit updates. The update complexity of that sample code is hence .
